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Grid by Gin

This puzzle marks a 58th and 70th anniversary of important 
dates in the life of one of a famous group (two of whose 
colleagues have been clued without definition). His epithet is 
unclued, but should appear highlighted in the completed grid. 
His previously hidden name (3) and ‘occupation’ (4) should 
also then be revealed, using new letters that must first be 
inserted into some of the hollowedout dark squares on levels 
five and three respectively. In total, seven of these hollowed
out squares each need to be filled with a letter that (together 
with adjacent letters) will form a run of (at least) three 
consecutive letters of the alphabet. Anagrams of these 
inserted letters will then supply the name (level five) and 
occupation (level three) that must be submitted with your 
solution.

Clues are presented in alphabetical order of their solutions.Photography
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5 3ac,4aw,25aw

12 9aw,12ac

Opening jar, removing 
recipe (4)

19 28ac

Yes, goes visiting Berlin 
and Paris island (4)

26 4d

Goat wandering over 
South Island area (5)
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Drawing by Frank Paul

Day 34
29aw,30ac,33to4
(3,5,3)

Suspicion about 
general possibly not 
right? Whose side’s he 
on? (6,5)

Measure for timber – 
trees chopped up (5)

33 15ba,14aw3

6 13d

13 24ba,23aw4

Good crosswords 
picked up award (5)

20 28ba

Material girl (4)

27 21ac

Reportedly arouse best 
friend? (4)

‘Editor’ describes 
people that do this (5)

Unclued (3,5,3)

34 29aw,30ac,33to4

7 22to

14 9to,2d3

Intelligence service 
finally comes round 
regarding writer (6)

21 26up4

Fake news the end of 
civilisation? Right! (4)

28 23up4

Director looking 
embarrassed, taking 
Ecstasy (4)

Oriental mystery writer 
defending daughter’s 
poem (5)

Kick rector round back 
of rectory? He’s only 
being playful (5)

35 31up

8 6d

15 30up3

Husband’s looking after 
this? Gulp! (3)

22 10d3,20to3,
18ac3

Thin coat put on at first (7)

29 11to

After bustup finally 
closes free bars? (5)

1 25up

Slips out of Whitechapel 
finally – by tradition 
they’re in the East End (5)

Irene’s fancy man (5)

9 17to,16ba5

16 32up,12to2

Cooler in a big new 
church (3,3)

23 10to,1d2

Spies not cross about
department? Director 
acted wrongly (6)

30 7d

Wine, port and punch – 
beer at first off (5)

2 8d

Business associate 
accepts American and 
Omani currency (5)

Aspects one 
newspaper’s covered (6)

10 17aw

17 32to

Everything considered, 
eventually stripped (2,3)

24 10ac

Aim true running past 
compound (7)

31 15aw

Issue denial – not a 
thematic code name (5)

3 8ba

Desire to stop nonsense 
briefly succeeded (7)

Leaving Delaware 
behind, pass lodge (4)

11 24ac,27aw2

18 1ac6

Beat side US put out (6)

25 19ac

One guy coming back 
to catch old woman (5)

32 5d

Wrong to hide the 
empty mug (5)

4 20ac5

Content to publicly 
persecute Scottish 
informer (5)

Presumption 
sweetheart’s aboard 
ship (7)
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